The under-mentioned applications for Public Road Carrier Permits indicate (1) reference number and the area within which the proposed road transport will be undertaken, (2) name of applicant and nature of application, (3) number and type of vehicles, (4) nature of proposed road transportation and (5) points between and routes over or area within which the proposed road transportation is to be effected are published in terms of section 14(1) of the Road Transportation Act, 1977 (Act No. 74 of 1977). Representations which interested parties wish to make in respect of the applications must comply with the provisions of regulation 4(1) of the Road Transportation Regulations, 1977 and must be in quadruplicate in respect of each application and must be delivered by hand or sent by registered post to the Secretary, Road Transportation Board, Private Bag 13178, Windhoek to reach that office not later than 21 days after the date of publication of this Government Gazette. Address to which representations must be submitted: D. Viljoen, Private Bag 12030, Ausspannplatz, Windhoek, Namibia. Full particulars in respect of each application are open to inspection at the ROADS AUTHORITY, NaTIS House, Faraday Street, Windhoek.
SHUTTLE SERVICES CC. CC20127628 (3) BOX 931, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourist (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places within Windhoek Municipal Area and magisterial district and to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return to the places of embarkation.

SHUTTLE SERVICES CC. CC20127628 (3) BOX 931, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourist (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places within Windhoek Municipal Area and magisterial district and to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return to the places of embarkation.

App. 91705 (2) H I KAPULA 87111400453 (3) PO BOX 123, OSHANGWENA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Okongo via Ondangwa/Eenhana and back the same route.

App. 91707 (2) J NANGOLE 76102010280 (3) PO BOX 100, OSHANGWENA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Okongo via Ondangwa/ Eenhana via the same route.

App. 91708 (2) E E VALOMBOLA 89090200177 (3) BOX 20102, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Okongo via Ondangwa via Oskakati/Ongwediva and back the same route.

App. 91722 (2) E KUUME 75011400301 (3) BOX 70359, KHOMASDAL, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 79 Okuryangava to Town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91723 (2) E JAKOB 48111100698 (3) BOX 21614, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 73 Okuryangava to Town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91732 (2) R L HAMAYULU 80081300034 (3) BOX 20736, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank Khomasdal to town and back the same route.

App. 91743 (2) OCEAN ADVENTURE TOURS CC. CC20053791 (3) P O BOX 1743, SWAKOPMUND, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 3 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 18 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund Hotels and/or Guesthouses to Walvis Bay for day Boat Cruises from the Waterfront and return and also on tours to places within Namibia and return.

App. 91744 (2) D A THERON 75081510408 (3) BOX 3434, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Bus terminus, Windhoek to Bus terminus at
Suiderhof, Pionierspark, Academia and Cimbebasia Area. Within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 91747 (2) J THERON 77040610523 (3) BOX 3180, REHOBOTH, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91748 (2) C CLOETE 74060800511 (3) BOX 4420, REHOBOTH, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Rehoboth Municipal Area.

App. 91759 (2) T O SHUUYA 86081800504 (3) BOX 5070, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 28 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 91764 (2) F T KADHILA 89080300500 (3) BOX 667, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 28 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Otjiwarongo to back the same route.

App. 91774 (2) E SALOTE 77080300177 (3) BOX 1544, OSHAKATI, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ombalantu, Onesi, Ruacana and return.

App. 91779 (2) J T IHTYOHABA 87991100441 (3) BOX 62744, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Onsandgwa, Eenhana to Oshikango and return.

App. 91780 (2) S S DIPOLAYE 8901500694 (3) BOX 62744, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa, Eenhana to Oshikango and return.

App. 91781 (2) I MWAFAANGEYO 75061310063 (3) BOX 1918, OKONGO, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa, Okongo and Eenhana to Oshikango and return.

App. 91784 (2) F MUNYALA 90092700289 (3) BOX 1411, OSHAKATI, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 58 Wanaheda to town within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 91788 (2) T HAMUTENYA 71090500653 (3) BOX 63100, WANAHEDA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Venture (7A) 10 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91792 (2) D K CLOETE 84082510419 (3) BOX 24808, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 17 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek Rhino Park to Oranjemund via Keetmanshoop/Grunau, Rehoboth, Mariental, and back the same route.

App. 91793 (2) G E VAN RHIN 83022610025 (3) BOX 25864, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Okahandja Park Katutura to town and back the same route. Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91796 (2) J S ABRAHAM 83101410207 (3) BOX 24, TSUME, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage from Tsueb to Grootfontein and 60km and return.

App. 91806 (2) G N SHIPENI 78052400384 (3) BOX 61035, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ombili bus stop Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91813 (2) M N THERON 68100700206 (3) BOX 10970, KHOMASDAL, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth to Windhoek and return.

App. 91821 (2) J S ALWEENDO 81052610013 (3) BOX 63306, WANAHEDEA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - From rank 88 Okuryangava to UNAM to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91824 (2) J K MANDANDI 8803600267 (3) BOX 1497, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 91828 (2) F N TUNEEKO 79081900137 (3) BOX 22820, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Rocky Crest to Hochlandpark, Suiderhof, Pionierspark, Academia and Cimbebasia within Windhoek Municipal Area.
Municipal Area.

and their personal luggage - Within Oranjemund

Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Between Outapi, Ruacana and Oshakati.

App. 91836 (2) O NAMUPALA 78112400172 (3) BOX 96540, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Rank 34 Rocky Crest to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91838 (2) O NAMUPALA 78112400172 (3) BOX 96540, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Rank 34 Rocky Crest to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91852 (2) E W KEMANYE 90080300731 (3) PO BOX 241, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Ongwediva, Ondangwa and return.

App. 91854 (2) G HANGHUO 70043000118 (3) BOX 70789, KHOMASDAL, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Rank 10 Hochlandpark to town within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 91864 (2) A N IILEKA 82011710278 (3) BOX 60118, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 28 via Wernhill Park to town. Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91865 (2) L SHIKONGO 70121500799 (3) BOX 60118, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Rank 27 Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91866 (2) R N MBULANENGO 78112200-246 (3) BOX 660, NGWEZE, KATIMA MULILO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Katima Mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 91867 (2) S S GURIRAB 740516 1008 7 (3) PO BOX 755, ORANJEMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Oranjemund Municipal Area.

App. 91868 (2) F NEMBENGE 72040800638 (3) BOX 61953, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Passengers (6B) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 82 Goreangab Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area (7B) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 82 Goreangab Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91869 (2) E PETRUS 73060400954 (3) BOX 1712, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund and Walvis Bay Municipal Area (7B) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund, Walvis Bay to Arandis and return.

App. 91870 (2) J ITEMBU 81071910248 (3) BOX 1712, SWAKOPMUND, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7B) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 301 Khomasdal to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91871 (2) R G NAMBOA 88022000736 (3) BOX 96484, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Oshikango via Ongwediva/ Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 91872 (2) A JOEL 83032410363 (3) BOX 492, OHANGWENA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Oshikango via Ongwediva/ Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 91881 (2) C SHAULULU 64061500643 (3) BOX 288, OHANGWENA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Eenhana Municipal Area to Oshikango and Ondangwa and return.

App. 91882 (2) K N JAIRUS 65040402430 (3) BOX 1092, UUTAPI, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Outapi, Otsandj, Okahao to Oshakati and return.

App. 91888 (2) K AMOOMO 74090400555 (3) BOX 21468, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Rank 74 Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 91901 (2) J E NAMPWEYA 73061500383 (3) P O BOX 22934, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Passengers (6B) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Okahao via Omakange and return (7B) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Okahao, Otjiwarongo via Omakange and Outjo and return.

App. 91903 (2) W V P SHWAYU 80041310071 (3) BOX 3429, ONGWEDIVA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Ongwediva to Outapi via Oshakati, Omungwelume, Oshikuku and back the same route.

App. 91904 (2) P PETRUS 81051010306 (3) BOX 2, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-pasengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati/Ondangwa to Oshikango and Omuthiya and return via the same route.

App. 91907 (2) M NAMENE 66091710028 (3) BOX 1802, TSUMEB (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Omuthiya and back the same route.

App. 91913 (2) D N NEGONGO 75092400773 (3) BOX 2427, OSHAKATI, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati/Ondangwa to Oshikango and Omuthiya and return.

App. 91914 (2) V M SIMASIKU 74043010223 (3) BOX 2012, NGWEZE, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From within Katima Mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 91915 (2) L M SHIPANGA 64061500457 (3) BOX 633, SWAKOPMUND, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 13 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund to Windhoek and return.

App. 91937 (2) L L AMUKUGO 70091700442 (3) BOX 2532, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Oshakati via Ongwediva and back the same route.

App. 91945 (2) J J C TRANSPORT CC. 20051600 (3) BOX 5775, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Employees (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 23 passengers: 1) Employees in the employe of Finkenstein Homeowners Association on a daily basis as well as their personal effects - From Kaps Farm to Windhoek and return via the same route. (2) Transport of Domestic Workers as well as School Children and Workers as well as their personal effects - From Finkenstein and Herbots Blick and Kapps Farm at Fixed Rates to Windhoek and return via the same route.

App. 91951 (2) G HAFUNDA 79102510251 (3) P O BOX 188, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ondangwa, Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 91957 (2) M KATANGA 67082600607 (3) BOX 70149, KHMASDAL, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Rundu to Ondioma and return the same route set.

App. 91961 (2) D LILENGA 72100204613 (3) BOX 727, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 91964 (2) CHAFRICA TRANSPORT CC. 20050936 (3) BOX 4235, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Tourists (6B) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek/ Hosea Kutako International Airport and Windhoek Municipal Area and neighbouring country to various places within Namibia and return (7B) 10 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek/ Hosea Kutako International Airport and Windhoek Municipal Area and neighbouring country to various places within Namibia and return.

App. 91970 (2) JEPA TRANSFER AND TOURS 20129277 (3) BOX 9614, EROS, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and as well their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to hotels, lodges and/or boarding houses situated within Windhoek Municipal Area and places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia.

App. 91974 (2) PRIME TRANSFERS AND TOURS 20083525 (3) BOX 4567, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within Windhoek Municipal Area and magisterial district and to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return via the same route.
App. 91983 (2) H T NAMUPALA 80100610595
(3) BOX 61808, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Wanaheda taxi rank
No. 66 to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town in Windhoek and return.

App. 91984 (2) V N NAMBOGA 71030500258 (3)
BOX 1372, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area to Walvis Bay and return.

App. 91986 (2) T SHEYA 75091300244 (3)
BOX 4846, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan
(closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From rank 56 Wanaheda Katutura to town - Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From rank Oshandumbala Katutura to town - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91989 (2) P SHEYA 79080200026 (3)
BOX 4846, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan
(closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From rank 56 Wanaheda Katutura to town - Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From rank Oshandumbala Katutura to town - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91992 (2) J NOABEB 76110910376 (3)
BOX 61043, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Okuryangava taxi rank No. 80 to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town in Windhoek and return.

App. 91994 (2) S I NJIVA 83100210352 (3)
BOX 95066, SOWETO MARKET, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Cimbebasia Location to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town in Windhoek and return.

App. 91996 (2) D K NEGDHI 58091500661 (3)
PRIVATE BAG 2277, GOBABIS (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Gobabis Municipal Area.

App. 92001 (2) M L KUDUMO 84032010617 (3)
BOX 1137, RUNDU, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 92002 (2) GOOD WILL INVESTMENT CC 201210197 (3) BOX 62548, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and Hosea Kutako International Airport and/ or other Airports in Namibia to places situated within Namibia and return to the places of embarkation.

App. 92007 (2) F H LIYERENGE 8201910335 (3)
BOX 62509, SOWETO MARKET, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 79 Okuryangava Katutura to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92011 (2) K N NGULUWE 64031100213 (3)
BOX 60114, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 79 Okuryangava to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92014 (2) J SHAILEMO 74111500110 (3)
BOX 2464, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 603 Prosperita Windhoek North to UNAM town and back the same route.

App. 92021 (2) J KALIMBO 83052810197 (3)
P O BOX 60114, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank Hakahana Katutura town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92022 (2) V MATHEUS 86072800297 (3)
BOX 4010, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Okahandjo to Oshakati.

App. 92023 (2) A SHIPANGA 85031310391 (3)
BOX 327, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Okalongo to Oshakati and return.

App. 92025 (2) A SHIWEDA 86072800297 (3)
BOX 327, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Rank 603 Prosperiita Windhoek North to UNAM town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92030 (2) NALUNO INVESTMENT CC 201300921 (3) BOX 10103, KHAMASDAL, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus.
Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 28 Okuryangava Katutura to town and back the same route. Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92033 (2) NALUNO INVESTMENT CC 201300921 (3) BOX 10103, KHOMASDAL, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 28 Okuryangava Katutura to town and back the same route. Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92035 (2) NALUNO INVESTMENT CC 201300921 (3) BOX 10103, KHOMASDAL, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 28 Okuryangava Katutura to town and back the same route. Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92036 (2) SHADIVE PROPERTY DEVELOPERS CC CC20124043 (3) BOX 96052, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport and/or other Airports in Namibia on pre-booked tours with a minimum duration of three days to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return to the places of embarkation.

App. 92041 (2) N KALOLA 76082000366 (3) BOX 23462, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: -passengers and their personal luggage - From Wanaheda to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92042 (2) L EMVULA 68100600554 (3) BOX 1265, WALVIS BAY, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: -passengers and their personal luggage - From Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 92045 (2) S AMAKALI 59061001293 (3) BOX 60394, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 74 situated within Okuryangava to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92049 (2) G NGUVAUVA 72032700492 (3) BOX 50418, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From No taxi rank Otjomuise B ste Laan to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92053 (2) VULKANRUINE TOURS AND TRANSFERS CC. CC20083477 (3) BOX 26939, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and as well their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to hotels, lodges and/or boarding houses situated within Windhoek Municipal Area and places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia within neighbouring countries and return.

App. 92059 (2) MATITI SAFARIS CC. 99362 (3) BOX 23109, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 11 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to hotels, lodges and/or boarding houses situated within Windhoek Municipal Area and magisterial district and to places situated within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return to the places of embarkation.

App. 92065 (2) KODIAK ISLAND INVESTMENTS (PTY) LTD 20120712 (3) BOX 50058, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No.3 situated within Otjomuise location to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in Town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92075 (2) L SHIVUTE 82050810490 (3) BOX 96492, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 57 situated within Wanaheda to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92076 (2) S K NATHINGE 72100300741 (3) BOX 96553, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 57 situated within Omongo street, Tugela street and Marti Atisaari street, Wanaheda to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.
From Windhoek and / or Hosea Kutako Municipal Area.

App. 92095 (2) E M VAN WYK 880824 0020 7 (3) BOX 4682, REHOBOOTH (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Service station, Rehoboth to Wernhill Park taxi rank, Windhoek and From Windhoek to Walvis Bay Bus terminus and return.

App. 92102 Permit 39545/0 (2) N MAETJIA 51052600034 (3) BOX 1800, TSUME (4) Additional Authority (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Okiep - Otjiwarongo (designated Bus Stop by the Municipality) to Oshakati (designated Bus Stop by the Municipality) and back via the same route. (7B) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal - From Bus terminus, Windhoek to Bus terminusse at Katima Mulilo, Noordoewer and Aussenkehr and return via the same route.

App. 92102 R M BEUKES 86031800497 (3) BOX 3978, REHOBOOTH (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth Municipal Area.

App. 92106 (2) ONKOSHI SHUTTLE SERVICES TOURS 201301238 (3) BOX 80054, OLYMPIA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and / or Hosea Kutako International Airport and other Airports in Namibia on pre-booked tours within a minimum duration of three days to places situated within Namibia and their personal luggage situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92109 (2) E GAOSEB 77010900019 (3) BOX 379, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area and from Walvis Bay to Arandis and return.

App. 92113 (2) E D NGHOONGOLEGA 8605-020505 (3) BOX 8006, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 10 Damra Gmeud Katutura to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92115 (2) S S MBAGO 94061000519 (3) BOX 5168, MONDESA, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area and from Swakopmund to Walvis Bay Municipal Area and return.

App. 92117 (2) M IKWIYU 77112300304 (3) BOX 26147, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Overland Truck (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Prosperita taxi rank No. 603 to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town and return.

App. 92121 (2) S NANGUTI 55020300029 (3) BOX 86, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati Municipal Area and from Oshakati to Onandjwa and return.

App. 92123 (2) N NDAKUKAMO 58020400664 (3) BOX 157, OHANGWENA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Eenhana to Onandjwa and Oshikango and return via the same route.

App. 92124 (2) A KADILA 76091100475 (3) BOX 13133, EEENANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Onandjwa and Eenhana and back the same route.

App. 92127 (2) A S KALUNGAMENWA 7706041-0104 (3) BOX 13133, EEENANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Onandjwa to Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 92128 (2) WENELU TRANSPORT CC. 6704100966 (3) P O BOX 13043, EEENANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Onandjwa and back the same route.

App. 92129 (2) O N SHALEMO 62040301143 (3) BOX 17035, ONDOBE (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Onandjwa to Oshikango and back the same route.
App. 92130 (2) A RUBEN 90071600280 (3) BOX 13133, BEENHANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Okongo to Ondangwa via Eenhana /Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 92131 (2) AS KALUNANGMENWA 7706041-0104 (3) BOX 13133, BEENHANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Eenhana to Okongo via Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 92134 (2) P T HITENANYE 60092700594 (3) BOX 5232, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 57 situated within Okuryangava, Katutura to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92136 (2) L M SIKWANA 80042110246 (3) BOX 475, KATIMA MULILO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Katima Mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 92137 (2) J MALANGU 79061200296 (3) BOX 276, GROOTFONTEIN (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank situated within Soweto, Katutura to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92138 (2) L M SIKWANA 80042110246 (3) BOX 475, KATIMA MULILO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Okongo to Ondangwa via Ondangwa/Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 92139 (2) J N SHIEPO 79030610468 (3) BOX 5232, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 80 situated within Okuryangava, Katutura to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92140 (2) N M SHONGHELA 82070310132 (3) BOX 95529, SOWETO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 57 situated within Okuryangava, Katutura to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92141 (2) A N HAIPA 87091000633 (3) BOX 1390, GROOTFONTEIN (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank situated within Soweto, Katutura to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92159 (2) O W HAINANA 87080800331 (3) BOX 13133, BEENHANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Eenhana to Okongo, Oshikango via Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 92172 (2) A NANDJEMBO 81101101384 (3) BOX 62, RUACANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Ruacana to Outapi and Oshakati and return via the same route.

App. 92175 (2) L IMBONDI 77070200056 (3) BOX 62, RUACANA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 32 to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92176 (2) J NGHIPUNJA 75022400405 (3) BOX 62, RUACANA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Ruacana to Outapi and Oshakati and return via the same route.

App. 92180 (2) J ARMAS 83062510161 (3) BOX 1118, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 27 Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92183 (2) M N HAIPINGE 87062700738 (3) BOX 26169, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 27 Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92184 (2) J NGHNINYEWGWA 81011210-010 (3) BOX 1118, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 27 Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92190 (2) E N NDAHANGWAPO 821115-10548 (3) BOX 26707, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 27 Khomasdal to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92194 (2) A N VAN TURAH 84120210588 (3) BOX 10610, KHOMASDAL, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank situated within Soweto, Katutura to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.
passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage
- From rank CBD Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92195 (2) G K KAPUIRE 79061100054 (3) BOX 2837, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From rank CBD Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92199 (2) S KAKOTO 701224000348 (3) BOX 786, TSUMEB, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 10 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Tsumeb to Ondangwa, Eenhana, Okongo and Grootfontein and return.

App. 92200 (2) M KANULI 63061500294 (3) BOX 2081, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 27 Khomasdal to Town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92209 (2) J L ROOI 86091700316 (3) BOX 78, MARIENTAL, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Mariental Municipal Area and rank 18 and 7 around.

App. 92211 (2) P N KAULINGE 81072500437 (3) BOX 2071, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 92212 (2) M KATANGA 67082600607 (3) BOX 70149, KHOMASDAL, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: From Namibia, Khomas.

App. 92213 (2) J K KAMBABA 70080510051 (3) BOX 1051, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 92217 (2) J H SINDIMBA 66012600321 (3) BOX 2023, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 10 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Rundu to Katwitwi and back the same route.

App. 92219 (2) L HENOK 88120900493 (3) BOX 11383, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Outapi and back the same route.

App. 92222 (2) V A SHANGENKA 80102600630 (3) BOX 23, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 74 Herero Location to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92227 (2) H.P TRANSFERS AND TOURS 20130804 (3) BOX 70012, KHOMASDAL, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 10 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International to hotels, lodges and/or boarding houses situated within Windhoek Municipal Area and places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return.

App. 92230 (2) J L ROOI 86091700316 (3) BOX 78, MARIENTAL, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Mariental Municipal Area and rank 18 and 7 around.
App. 92242 (2) J NUU NJANGO 72082400417
(3) BOX 1393, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Ondangwa Municipal Area and from Ondangwa to Oshakati and Oshikango and return via the same route.

App. 92244 (2) CARS AND GUIDES FOR HIRE CC. CC20060968 (3) BOX 2413, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Employees (6A) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 60 passengers: Employees in the employ of WBHO Nambia (Pty) Ltd on a contract basis as well as their personal effects - From their place of accommodation situated within Swakopmund/Arandis and Walvis Bay to their working site at Husab Uranium/ Swakop Uranium Mine on a daily base and return via the same route.

App. 92254 (2) F SHANGULA 84051110613 (3) BOX 20355, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 6 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 74 Okuryangava Katutura to town and back the same route.

App. 92255 Permit 35180/3 (2) INTERCAPE NAMIBIA PTY LTD 760795 (3) P O BOX 9204, EROS, WINDHOEK (4) Additional Authority (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5C) Bus Passengers (6C) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5D) Bus Passengers (6D) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5E) Bus Passengers (6E) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5F) Bus Passengers (6F) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5G) Bus Passengers (6G) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5H) Bus Passengers (6H) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5I) Bus Passengers (6I) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5J) Bus Passengers (6J) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5K) Bus Passengers (6K) 1 X Bus (single deck) (6A) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 56 passengers: (1) Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (2) Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to the Hosea Kutako International Airport to Hotel, lodges and/or boarding houses within Windhoek Municipal Area and places within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return. (3) A group of persons travelling together with a common purpose as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route. (7C) 66 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - As per attached. (7D) 73 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - As per the attached annexur’s “A” to “F”. (7E) 66 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - As per attached.

App. 92255 Permit 21606/3 (2) INTERCAPE NAMIBIA PTY LTD 760795 (3) P O BOX 9204, EROS, WINDHOEK (4) Additional Authority (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5C) Bus Passengers (6C) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5D) Bus Passengers (6D) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5E) Bus Passengers (6E) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5F) Bus Passengers (6F) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5G) Bus Passengers (6G) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5H) Bus Passengers (6H) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5I) Bus Passengers (6I) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5J) Bus Passengers (6J) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5K) Bus Passengers (6K) 1 X Bus (single deck) (6A) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 56 passengers: (1) Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Hosea Kutako International Airport and return.(2). A group of persons/pupils who are travelling together for educational purposes or any form of amusements as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (3). Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (4). Persons and their personal luggage - (a) From Windhoek to Swakop Uranium Mine on a daily base and return via the same route. (b) From Windhoek to Hosea Kutako International Airport and return via the same route. (c) Windhoek to Nosoorweer via route as per Annexure “A”.(d) Windhoek to Namibia/Angola border at Oshikango via route as per Annexure “A”. (e) Windhoek to Namibia/Botswana border at Buitepos via route as per annexure “A”. (f) Windhoek to Namibia/Botswana border at Oshakati and return via the same route. (7B) 47 passengers: (1) Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to the Hosea Kutako International Airport to return to places within Windhoek Municipal Area. (2) Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to the Hosea Kutako International Airport to Hotel, lodges and/or boarding houses within Windhoek Municipal Area and places within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return. (3) A group of persons travelling together with a common purpose as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return.
via the same route. (7C) 66 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - As per attached. (7D) 73 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - As per the attached annexure’s ‘“A” to “F”’. (7E) 66 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - As per attached.

App. 92255 Permit 12210/3 (2) INTERCAPE NAMIBIA PTY LTD 760795 (3) P O BOX 9204, EROS, WINDHOEK (4) Additional Authority (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5C) Bus Passengers (6C) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5D) Bus Passengers (6D) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5E) Bus Passengers (6E) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5F) Bus Passengers (6F) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5G) Bus Passengers (6G) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5H) Bus Passengers (6H) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5I) Bus Passengers (6I) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5J) Bus Passengers (6J) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 56 passengers: (1) Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Hosea Kutako International Airport and return.(2). A group of persons/pupils who are travelling together for educational purposes or any form of amusements as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (3). Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (4). Persons and their personal luggage - (a) From Windhoek to Walvis Bay via route as per annexure ‘“A”’.(b) Windhoek to RSA/Namibia border at Noordoewer via route as per Annexure ‘“A”’. (c) Windhoek to Namibia/Angola border at Oshikango via route as per annexure ‘“A”’. (d) Windhoek to Katima Mulilo via route as per annexure ‘“A”’. (e) Windhoek to Namibia/Botswana border at Buitepos via route as per annexure ‘“A”’. (f) Windhoek to Namibia/Angola border at Oshikango via route on annexure ‘“A”’. (5) From Bus terminus, Windhoek to Bus terminus at Oshakati and return via the same route. (7B) 47 passengers: (1) Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (2) Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to the Hosea Kutako International Airport to Hotel, lodges and/or boarding houses within Windhoek Municipal Area and places within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return. (3) A group of persons travelling together with a common purpose as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route. (7C) 66 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - As per attached. (7D) 73 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - As per the attached annexure’s ‘“A” to “F”’. (7E) 66 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - As per attached.

App. 92255 Permit 2999/5 (2) INTERCAPE NAMIBIA PTY LTD 760795 (3) P O BOX 9204, EROS, WINDHOEK (4) Additional Authority (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5C) Bus Passengers (6C) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5D) Bus Passengers (6D) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5E) Bus Passengers (6E) 3 X Bus (single deck) (5F) Bus Passengers (6F) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5G) Bus Passengers (6G) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5H) Bus Passengers (6H) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5I) Bus Passengers (6I) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5J) Bus Passengers (6J) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 56 passengers: (1) Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (2). A group of persons/pupils who are travelling together for educational purposes or any form of amusements as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (3). Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (4). Persons and their personal luggage - (a) From Windhoek to Walvis Bay via route as per annexure ‘“A”’.(b) Windhoek to RSA/Namibia border at Noordoewer via route as per Annexure ‘“A”’. (c) Windhoek to Namibia/Angola border at Oshikango via route as per annexure ‘“A”’. (d) Windhoek to Katima Mulilo via route as per annexure ‘“A”’. (e) Windhoek to Namibia/Botswana border at Buitepos via route as per annexure ‘“A”’. (f) Windhoek to Namibia/Angola border at Oshikango via route on annexure ‘“A”’. (5) From Bus terminus, Windhoek to Bus terminus at Oshakati and return via the same route. (7B) 47 passengers: (1) Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return. (2) Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to the Hosea Kutako International Airport to Hotel, lodges and/or boarding houses within Windhoek Municipal Area and places within the Republic of Namibia including places on the borders of Namibia with neighbouring countries and return. (3) A group of persons travelling together with a common purpose as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route. (7C) 66 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - As per attached. (7D) 73 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - As per the attached annexure’s ‘“A” to “F”’. (7E) 66 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - As per attached.
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From no taxi rank Okahandja Park to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92263 (2) M A ITEMBU 83081810426 (3) BOX 7820, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Otjiomuise Eibedelan to City Centre and return via the same route.

App. 92264 (2) A T N ALWEENDO 78020500308 (3) BOX 7820, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From UNAM to Okahandja Park to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92266 (2) S IIMENE 81112510184 (3) BOX 252, OUTAPI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Outapi to Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 92271 (2) G A I TEMBU 78021900024 (3) BOX 24850, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 22 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Onesi and return to Windhoek to Walvis Bay and return to Windhoek to Rosh Pinah via Lüderitz and back the same route.

App. 92273 (2) K S MWANINGAGE 75032900028 (3) BOX 88007, EENHANA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Okongo to Lüderitz and return Okongo to Oshakati and return Okongo to Walvis Bay and back the same route.

App. 92275 (2) T R BOCK 83091910105 (3) BOX 61896, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Bus terminus at Windhoek to Groot Aub and return.

App. 92280 (2) M N NYAMBE 80032410387 (3) BOX 921, NGWEZE, KATIMA MULILO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Katima Muliilo Municipal Area.

App. 92283 (2) M A MATEUS 84050910462 (3) BOX 8400, NARRAVILLE, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 92285 (2) U B VIAKONDO 7212100569 (3) BOX 24, OPUWO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Opuwo and back the same route.

App. 92290 (2) E JAKOBS 89090900144 (3) BOX 327, MARIENTAL (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Mariental Municipal Area and from Mariental to Hardap Dam and return.

App. 92291 (2) H KADHILA 86031800896 (3) BOX 62371, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 27 Khomasdal to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92294 (2) H D T KALIMBO 78111910061 (3) BOX 7637, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 14 Golgota Katutura to town and back the same route.

App. 92295 (2) M N AMALENGA 74062900173 (3) BOX 27263, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 33 situated within Otjiomuise to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 92302 Permit 50883/0 (2) J M MASHATI 81090301671 (3) BOX 813, RUNDU (4) Change Route, Particulars etc. (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7B) 16 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From Rundu to Mururani and return via the same route.

App. 92303 (2) B S SISAMU 79122710237 (3) PRIVATE BAG 2075, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area and operated from Rundu Campus and Military Base.

App. 92305 (2) J MUMBALU 80120500159 (3) PRIVATE BAG 1022, NGWEZE, KATIMA MULILO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Katima Muliilo Municipal Area.

App. 92325 (2) SUNDAY AIRPORT TRANSFER AND SHUTTLE SERVICES CC20124077 (3) BOX 27020, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their
permanent luggage - From Windhoek and/or Hosea Kutako International Airport and/or other Airports in Namibia to places within Namibia.

App. 92331 (2) H K IKWIYU 82041010150 (3) BOX 26147, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From Otjinene Servive Station to Katutura Single Quaters and back the same route.

App. 92334 (2) J SHANKETA 76060510485 (3) BOX 5232, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 9 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ruacana via Onhono/Eenhana and back the same route.

App. 92344 (2) G SHIWAYU 80051510758 (3) BOX 1293, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 8ste Laan at Otjomuise to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92345 (2) C N SHIWAYU 56112300311 (3) BOX 1293, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 92346 (2) T N ALEXANDER 81070810045 (3) BOX 1195, OUTAPI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 7 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Outapi to Ruacana and Oshakati and return.

App. 92349 (2) M N GHIDENGWA 85062810205 (3) BOX 7633, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 34 Otjimuise to town and the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92368 (2) M N SIMION 81040910556 (3) BOX 60909, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 8 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Omaruru via Karibib and back the same route.

App. 92378 (2) FRANTIC NATURALIST TOURS AND SAFARIS CC CC20081328 (3) BOX 9989, EROS, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hose Kutako International Airport to hotels, lodges and/or boarding houses situated within Windhoek and magisterial district of Windhoek and return.

App. 92384 (2) A ALUFES 56050900264 (3) BOX 2661, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund to Walvis Bay within Municipal Area and back the same route.

App. 92399 (2) F H SHUUDI 64031210184 (3) BOX 60146, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 8ste Laan at Otjomuise to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92415 (2) L N GHIHALWA 60070801258 (3) BOX 106, OSHAKATI, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Oshakati, Ongwediva via Ondangwa to Omaruru via Karibib and back the same route.

App. 92421 (2) M D HAUSHIKU 8212010330 (3) BOX 624, OUTAPI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ruacana via Outapi and back the same route.

App. 92423 (2) J K USUSIKA 84030110363 (3) BOX 140, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ongwediva via Ondangwa to Omaruru via Karibib and back the same route.
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 92434 (2) J IIKWIYU 92051000457 (3) BOX 26147, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Kibeba rank 602 to town - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92440 (2) H KOCHOBEB 57091101162 (3) BOX 137, ARANOS, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Aranos Municipal Area.

App. 92441 (2) E KAYAMBU 76031100347 (3) BOX 1011, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Walvis Bay to Windhoek, and return the same route.

App. 92442 (2) E KAYAMBU 76031100347 (3) BOX 1011, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Walvis Bay to Windhoek and back the same route.

App. 92443 (2) P NDENGU 76101200310 (3) BOX 2618, SWAKOPMUND, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Swakopmund municipal and Walvis Bay municipal and back.

App. 92444 (2) T MARTIN 70120100622 (3) BOX 2618, SWAKOPMUND, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - From Swakopmund municipal and Walvis Bay municipal to Arandis and back.

App. 92445 (2) P NALULE 72050400071 (3) BOX 7277, KUISEBMUND, WALVIS BAY, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 92446 (2) R S SHAPUMBA 78112700168 (3) BOX 4976, WALVIS BAY, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92447 (2) N E KAPUKA 61070100609 (3) BOX 1142, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 8 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Ruacana to Omuthiya via Oshakati, Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 92451 (2) S N SHIPINDO 910118000489 (3) BOX 26147, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Kimbebasia rank 604 to town - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92452 (2) E M ANGULA 921023000536 (3) BOX 26147, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From UNAM rank 600 to town - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92464 (2) A M LINGEZA 567024000418 (3) BOX 1455, NGWEZE, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From Katima Mulilo to Oshakati and Katima Mulilo to Windhoek and return via the same route.

App. 92476 (2) M E Q BEUKES 68090600301 (3) BOX 3434, REHOBOOTH, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth to Windhoek and return.

App. 92477 (2) J GROBLER 590322000429 (3) BOX 11, KATIMA MULILO, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 10 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Katima Mulilo to load Mampacha Airport 20km and off load tourists and baggage and return the the same route.

App. 92478 (2) M M STEENKAMP 61012200051 (3) BOX 880, KEETMANSHOOP (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.

App. 92488 (2) T JOHANNES 75010210010 (3) BOX 191, OTJIWARONGO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 91704 Permit 2916/1 (2) P PAULUS to L SHIJUKIFENI 50021200297 (3) BOX 1075, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5D) Taxi Passengers (6D) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5E) Passengers (6E) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5F) Passengers (6F) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5G) Passengers (6G) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5H) Passengers (6H) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Windhoek Municipal Area.
From Windhoek Rhino Park to Oranjemund and passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7D) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91704 Permit 11384/2 (2) P PAULUS to L SHIJUKIFENI 50021200297 (3) BOX 1075, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5D) Taxi Passengers (6D) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5E) Passengers (6E) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5F) Passengers (6F) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5G) Passengers (6G) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5H) Passengers (6H) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Windhoek Municipal Area. (7C) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Windhoek Municipal Area. (7D) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91704 Permit 5813/3 (2) P PAULUS to L SHIJUKIFENI 50021200297 (3) BOX 1075, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5D) Taxi Passengers (6D) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5E) Passengers (6E) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5F) Passengers (6F) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5G) Passengers (6G) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5H) Passengers (6H) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Windhoek Municipal Area. (7C) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Windhoek Municipal Area. (7D) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 91785 Permit 26724/2 (2) F GAEB to F GAEB 60070701156 (3) BOX 21448, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek Rhino Park to Oranjemund and Windhoek to Oshikango area and return via the same route.

App. 91906 Permit 1621/2 (2) L SHILONGO to J ISHULU 77092110076 (3) BOX 7573, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92089 Permit 33228/1 (2) M LEIPPERT to R F VISSER 71091400059 (3) BOX 5114, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 10 passengers: Tourist and their personal luggage - As per attached Annexure “A”.

App. 92347 Permit 3242/1 (2) H M NGANDAJAO to F NEMBENGHE 72040802638 (3) BOX 61953, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: From Windhoek to Walvis Bay and return via the route as set out in the attached annexure ‘A’.

App. 92362 Permit 765/1 (2) M IYAMBO to J SELMA 75100500131 (3) BOX 7859, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passenger (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Rank 80, Ongava Street, to places situated within the Municipality of Windhoek.

App. 92363 Permit 8215/2 (2) T NUUKUAWO to G SHIGWEDHA 88010100773 (3) BOX 60853, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92364 Permit 12464/3 (2) G KATOUANGA to E MBUEZA 85062410274 (3) BOX 7837, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92385 Permit 35227/0 (2) T PHILLIPUS to S HAUNWANGA 80051510669 (3) BOX 95058, SOWETO, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passenger (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5D) Taxi Passengers (6D) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92385 Permit 32431/1 (2) T PHILLIPUS to S HAUNWANGA 80051510669 (3) BOX 95058, SOWETO, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passenger (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5D) Taxi Passengers (6D) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
(7B) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 92482 Permit 4699/3 (2) H H SHINGO to P SHOOPALA 72080100467 (3) P O BOX 61075, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Oshakati.